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Chapterr 7

Conclusions s
Thiss concluding chapter provides an overall view of the research work presented in this
thesis.. Specifically, the chapter first presents an overview of the proposed approach
inn this thesis followed by summary of the thesis achievements. The evaluation and
comparisonn of the proposed approach is provided next. Then this chapter focuses on
thee future work, which describes improvements to the presented work and mentions
somee advance collaborative extensions.

7.11

Overview of the Proposed Approach

Theree are a number of driving forces for research activities in supporting scientific
experimentationss and applications. The revolutionary technological advances in laboratoryy instruments and techniques that generate massive amounts of data and enable
moree complex experimentations can be named among the pulling forces, while the
technologicall advances in the ICT can be named among the pushing forces.
Thee pulling forces certainly open the way for newer experiments, newer solution
methodss and techniques, and hence new results. However, the pulling forces at the
samee time result in highly automated but still very complex experiments, which generatee large amounts of data and require advanced solutions for the management and
analysiss of this data.
Onn the other hand, although the pushing factors do already play an important
rolee in supporting scientific experiments and applications, a concerted use of available
technologiess will certainly help scientists to better exploit their experimental results
andd obtain new insights on the problem domain.
AA collaborative experimentation environment (CEE) provides such a concerted use
off the available technologies, including both pulling and pushing technologies. Several
issuess must be considered in a complex environment like a CEE; for instance, representationn and management of experiments, modelling information related to these
experiments,, and functionality for the management of experiments and related information.. Management of scientific information can be named among the most
217 7
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importantt issues, since it is involved in any and all steps during an experiment.
Informationn management in a CEE introduces several challenges, such as modellingg and management of complex experimental procedures and heterogeneous data.
Inn this context, the main objective of this thesis work was to analyze the requirementss of scientific experiments from different disciplines, and to propose generic and
reusablee solutions for information management related problems that scientists face
whenn performing these experiments.
Inn order to achieve this goal, first a comprehensive study of different experiments
andd applications from experimental science domains has been performed. The study
includedd microarray and confocal microscopy experiments from life sciences, material
analysiss experiments from physics, and traffic simulation applications. Furthermore,
severall other experiments and applications have been studied from the literature,
includingg medical applications and other physics applications. This study led to the
identificationn of the information management related problems that scientists face
duringg experimentation.
Then,, based on the study results and the identified problems, a requirements
analysiss has been performed to identify and categorize the requirements that need
too be fulfilled to overcome the problems of scientists. The categorization resulted in
twoo groups of requirements, namely user requirements and base ICT requirements.
Thee former group includes the needs and expectations of users of the CEE, while the
latterr group is more solution-oriented and includes the requirements for the necessary
basee ICT infrastructure in order to properly fulfill the user requirements.
Thee other step taken before designing and developing an information management
platformm for CEEs was a thorough study and analysis of the state-of-the-art in this
field.field. This study was divided into two parts:
1.. Study of existing and emerging technologies, paradigms, and standards that
enablee the development of support environments for complex experimentations
(i.e.. enablers). The study covered information models and standards, distributedd information management systems, resource management technologies,
andd other related technologies, paradigms, and tools such as workflow managementt and virtual organizations. These areas have been chosen based on the
identifiedd requirements.
2.. A comprehensive survey of several support environments for complex experimentationss and their scientific information management approaches. The survey
providess an overview of each support environment and presents their functionalityy with a specific focus on information management. Furthermore, an evaluationn of the surveyed support environments has been preformed with respect to
differentt criteria, including the identified requirements, provided functionality,
appliedd enablers, and employed implementation technologies. The survey and
thee evaluation provide a snapshot of the state-of-the-art in scientific information
management. .
Studyy of scientific experiments, survey of existing and emerging scientific informationn management approaches, and the identified requirements form the basis of defin-
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ingg the framework for information management in a CEE. Because the information
managementt is involved in all stages of experimentation, the information management
frameworkk in a CEE has direct influence on other components of the CEE. Specially,
modellingg of scientific experiments provides the base for a proper description of the
otherr aspects of the CEE. Consequently, an experiment model has been proposed
thatt is capable of uniformly representing heterogeneous scientific experiments while
coveringg all aspects of these experiments, from experimental procedures to computationall processing. Another important component of the CEE, which is responsible for
presentingg the functionality offered by the CEE and the data/information handled
withinn the CEE, is the user environment of the CEE. In a multi-disciplinary CEE,
itss user environment must provide uniform and reusable interfaces to scientists. Uniformm interfaces and reusable components for the CEE user environment are achieved
throughh the uniformity and extensibility offered by the experiment model. In addition
too the CEE user environment, information management in a CEE is also based on the
experimentt model. Several data models have been developed for the representation
off different types of data/information generated and handled within the CEE. Besidess the data models for information about scientific experiments, the designed data
modelss include those for information about users, access rights, available resources,
objectt sharing and reusing, and display properties. Furthermore, functionality for the
storagee and management of the modelled data/information has been designed.
Inn order to support the designed functionality, an architecture has been designed
forr the information management platform, and implemented within the context of the
VLAM-GG experimentation environment. The architecture design addresses several
challengess in scientific information management, from providing uniform interfaces
forr diverse functionality to modularity, openness, and flexibility. The modularity and
uniformm interfaces remove the dependency of components to each other, and enable
thee extension of the architecture when necessary. The implementation of the VTMCO
informationn management platform demonstrates the applicability of the proposed
dataa and functionality models for the CEE.
Finally,, application of the concepts, models, and the developed information managementt platform to a real-life application is presented. The DNA microarray applicationn demonstrates the applicability of the developed platform to a complex experiment
inn life sciences.

7.22

Summary of Thesis Achievements

Thee main achievement of the work presented in this thesis is the modelling, design,
andd development of an information management platform that is open, flexible, and
extensible,, which provides models and mechanisms for the storage and management
off heterogeneous scientific information. Other achievements related to the managementt of scientific information in a collaborative experimentation environment are
enumeratedd below:
1.. A framework for CEE covering aspects related to experiment management,
informationn management, and user environment in the CEE.
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2.. An experiment model covering different aspects of scientific experiments; namely
procedures,, contexts, and computational processing of experiments. The experimentt model is capable of uniformly representing multi-disciplinary scientific
experiments. .
3.. A framework for user environments, covering aspects related to provided facilitiess and graphical representation of experiment-related information. Uniformity
andd reusability are the main features of the user environment framework, which
aree mainly achieved through the uniformity of the experiment model.
4.. Several data models representing different types of data/information generated
andd handled within a CEE. The major types of data/information represented
byy these models are experiment procedures, experiment contexts, and computationall processing of experiments; user information and access rights; and informationn about available resources. Experimentation Environment Data Model
(EEDM)) is the data model designed for experiment contexts. EEDM is generic
too model information related to experiments from different domains, customizableable to easily modify existing types/attributes, extendible to model application
specificc information, and open for future extensions. Application data models
extendd the base constructs of EEDM for modelling domain-specific experimental
information.. Furthermore, EEDM supports the modelling and representation
off multi-disciplinary experiments.
5.. Design of the functionality required for storing and managing diverse types of
informationinformation that are represented by the data models.
6.. Support for object sharing and reuse, through formal definition of semantic relationshipss among elements in an experiment procedure. Sharing policies ensure
semanticsemantic consistency of shared information.
7.7. A methodology for adding new applications to a CEE. Availability of such a
methodologyy prevents the re-invention of the wheel for each domain to be supportedd by step-by-step guiding of the developers during the process of adding
neww applications. The methodology considers the approaches followed and the
dataa models developed in this thesis.
8.. Architectural design and implementation of VIMCO - Virtual Laboratory Informationn Management for Cooperation. VIMCO is a realization of the experiment
model,, data models, and functionality design. VIMCO models a wide variety
off experimental information and provides mechanisms for the management of
suchh information. It is scalable, flexible, and open for adding new users and resources;; open for adding new types of information and components to support
thee management of these new information types; and does not depend on any
thirdd party products or solutions. The flexibility, openness, and extensibility of
thee proposed approach is proven by the incremental design and development of
VIMCO. .
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9.. An application case demonstrating the applicability of the model and its implementationn to a real life experiment. The DNA micro-array application serves
ass both the verification/validation proof, as well as a realization of the methodologyy defined for adding new applications to a CEE.

7.33

Evaluation and Comparison of the Proposed
VLAM-G/VIMCOO Approach

Inn order to compare the proposed information management platform in this dissertationn with the information management approaches of the related systems, VIMCO
iss evaluated using the same evaluation criteria applied to those related systems. Furthermore,, the proposed platform is compared to the related systems to identify the
mainn similarities and differences.

7.3.11

Evaluation of VLAM-G/VIMCO

VIMCOO is evaluated using the same evaluation criteria described in Section 3.2. Evaluationn and comparison results of VIMCO can be found in the tables presented in
Appendixx C, together with the evaluation and comparison results of the other related
systemss that were studied. Similar to the other evaluated systems, the entire VLAMGG is used for the evaluation including its information management platform VIMCO,
hencee it will be referred to as 'VLAM-G/VIMCO' in this section.
Thee VLAM-G/VIMCO approach was classified under 'other systems' in Section
3.3,, because it provides a broad range of functionalities which covers functionalities
providedd by context-oriented systems, computation-oriented systems, and metadataorientedd systems. Thus, VLAM-G/VIMCO is too extensive to be classified into any
off the other groups, and hence classified as part of the 'other systems'.
VLAM-G/VIMCOO is evaluated with respect to the same criteria: identified requirements,, provided functionality, applied enablers, and employed implementation
technologies.. Each table in Appendix C includes a row for VLAM-G/VIMCO.
Identifiedd Requirements
Unlikee the other evaluated systems, VLAM-G/VIMCO identifies all the requirements
thatt are selected as evaluation criteria in Section 3.2. This is mainly because the
otherr systems have a specific target domain to support (e.g. Cactus aims to support
simulationn applications in numerical relativity and PELLPACK focuses on solving
partiall differential equations), or because they target at only one aspect of experimentationn (e.g. Gateway and UNICORE aim at providing easy to use interfaces to
high-performancee computing resources). For earlier systems, however, this is because
certainn technology was not available at the time of development (e.g. Grid technology
wass not available when Zoo, SoftLab and Ecce were developed).
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Providedd Functionality
VLAM-G/VIMCOO provides all functionalities given in Tables C.4 and C.5, except
replication,, different execution modes (e.g. batch mode), cooperative working environments,, and collaboration management. These are planned in VLAM-G as future
work.. Please refer to Subsection 3.2.2 for the descriptions of the functionalities consideredd for the evaluation.
Experimentt management. VIMCO allows domain experts to define and manage
templatess for any type of experiments. These templates allow scientists to capture
anyy relevant information about an experiment. Novice users create instances of these
templatess using workflow-like graphical user interfaces. The user interface provides
context-sensitivee assistance to users during template instantiation using the informationn embedded in the templates. Studies (template instances) are descriptions of
experimentss and steps in experiments, and users can create, modify, or delete studies.
Studiess cover the design, history of activities, and metadata for an experiment. Users
cann load an existing experiment description by issuing a query on the properties of
overalll experiments or on the properties of individual steps in an experiment. Users
definee their experiment's computational processing (called topology) based on the set
off available software tools (called modules) using a graphical editor. Descriptions of
moduless and the topologies are stored in a VIMCO database. A topology is always
associatedd with a study. Processes included in a topology are executed on the Grid
environmentt by the VLAM-G Run Time System.
Data/informationn management. Large data sets are stored in high-capacity
serverss as files. VLAM-G provides generic file manipulation mechanisms as modules.. In addition, descriptions of experiments and experiment steps, metadata (i.e.
informationn about the large data sets) are stored in VIMCO databases. There is one
databasee in VIMCO for each application/domain. Users can query information stored
inn these databases. Because multiple databases are maintained for different VLAM-G
applications,, VIMCO provides mechanisms to uniformly access these databases and
integratee information that is distributed among these databases. VIMCO supports
managingg multiple versions of experiment templates.
Resourcee management. Information about available storage resources (e.g. about
applicationn databases) and software resources (e.g. about software entities/modules)
inn VLAM-G are stored in the VIMCO databases. The VLAM-G Run Time System
usess the Grid services to schedule the modules in the topology of an experiment to
thee available computing resources. It also allows users to monitor the execution of
theirr topologies and steer the execution through parameter changes.
Userr management. Every user has an account in VLAM-G/VIMCO. Different
userr roles have been defined for different types of VLAM-G/VIMCO users, where
everyy user assumes one role.
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Collaboration.. VLAM-G/VIMCO allows users to share hardware and software
resourcess through the Grid, and to share information through VIMCO. Cooperative
workingg environments (e.g. chatboxes) and application of virtual organizations are
plannedd as future work.
Security.. Grid-based authentication/authorization mechanisms are used in VLAMG.. Single sign-on is supported; users provide their username/passwords only once at
log-inn time, subsequently the access is provided to all VLAM-G/VIMCO resources
includingg databases without presenting their username/passwords again. In VIMCO,
thee access rights to the stored information are defined for each user role and enforced
att run-time.
Appliedd Enablers
VLAM-G/VIMCOO makes use of all enablers described in Section 3.1, except virtuall organizations which is planned as future work. Distributed information managementt mechanisms are used for managing information stored in multiple VIMCO
databases.. Several data models are developed for experiment and information modelling.. Dublin Core standard is used in the experiment model, while using ODMG
standardd is planned as future work. Grid technology is used for resource management,, including file management. Studies and topologies are modelled in VIMCO
andd presented to users through user interfaces in workflow-like presentation forms.
Employedd Implementation Technologies
Differentt components of VLAM-G/VIMCO are implemented using different programmingg languages: VIMCO, Session Manager, and user interfaces are implemented in
Javaa while Run Time System and modules are implemented in C / C + + . The Matisse
ODBMSS is used in VIMCO. VIMCO provides several interfaces, including HTTP(S)
andd RMI. XML is used for data exchange among VLAM-G components.

7.3.22

Comparison of V L A M - G / V I M C O with Other Systems

Thiss section provides a brief discussion of similarities and differences between the
proposedd system and some of the evaluated systems.
High-level definition of an experiment. Experiment definition of OPM is
similarr to VIMCO experiment definition. Experiments consist of a number of
steps.. The steps can follow a specified order, or can be aggregate steps consisting
off sub-steps. In addition, VLAM-G/VIMCO defines a higher-level 'project' that
containss a set of ordered/unordered experiments. In OPM, rules/conditions for
transitionn between experiment steps can be specified and enforced. Currently,
VIMCOO does not support this functionality.
Experiment models. Sieve/Symphony and VLAM-G/VIMCO have similar
experimentt models, based on 'instantiation'. In this model, templates are providedd for typical experiments, which are instantiated for description and design
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off actual experimentations. These designs are then executed. Zoo also employs
aa similar approach that is based on the instantiation of a hierarchy of schemas
(i.e.. schema, meta-schema, meta-meta-schema, etc.).
Composingg experiments. In Gateway, Sieve/Symphony, SCIRun/BioPSE/Uintahh experiments are composed of executable components. Similarly, VLAMG/VIMCOO allows its users to compose their experiments' processing by attachingg executable modules to each other. In addition, similar to Sieve/Symphony,
VLAM-GG performs a type checking during composition.
Experimentt execution. Although experiment models and definitions of Zoo,
OPMM and VIMCO are similar, view of these systems on experiment executionn differs significantly. In Zoo, experiment execution is considered as derived
relationshipss based on related input classes, while in VIMCO experiments are
consideredd as data flows between executable modules that are connected to each
other.. OPM, on the other hand, does not support experiment executions.
Informationn about an experiment. Sieve/Symphony, SoftLab, Zoo, Chimera
andd VIMCO all provide experiment databases, containing all related informationn about an experiment that is necessary and sufficient for the reproducibility
off the experiment results.
Implementationn approaches. Implementation approaches of evaluated systemss differ considerably. For instance, Sieve/Symphony uses JavaBeans componentss and SCIRun employs a stand-alone shared memory execution. However,
manyy systems developed a modular architecture (e.g. Zoo, UNICORE, Gateway,, VLAM-G/VTMCO).

7.44

Future Work and Advance Collaborative Extensions s

Characteristicss of emerging scientific experiments have been outlined in Section 1.1,
andd the information management requirements for managing scientific information
inn a collaborative experimentation environment have been described in Subsection
2.6.2.. One of the major characteristics of scientific experiments, and hence one of
theirr major requirements, is related to collaboration. Chapters 4 and 5 have focused
onn the modelling, design and development of an information management platform
forr scientific information within an experimentation environment. However, in order
too propose an environment where scientists can collaborate with each other in a
controlledcontrolled manner, extensions are needed to the design and development presented in
thesee chapters.
Inn this section, first the future work describing the possible improvements to the
existingg information management platform is discussed, which mainly consists of minorr improvements but of general nature. Then two possible extensions are described
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thatt involve the application of federated information management and virtual organizationss to the existing platform to further support the collaborative aspects of
scientificc experiments.

7.4.11

Future Work

Thee following can be mentioned among the future work to improve the existing informationn management platform:
Supportingg different formats for data exchange. The current design and implementationn of the information management platform uses XML as the data
exchangee mechanism. Existing tools are used for the serialization of data objects
intoo XML documents. However, an XML document generated by a specific tool
compliess to the XML schema specified by the tool, hence, it becomes complex
andd costly for other tools to understand this XML document. Furthermore, this
prohibitss the usage of standard XML formats defined for scientific domains. In
orderr to overcome this problem, a highly generic XML tool is needed for the
serializationn of data objects into XML documents and vice versa. Given an
XMLL schema, the tool must be capable of serializing data objects into an XML
documentt which complies with the specified XML schema. Development of this
tooll may require the mapping of data types to different elements in an XML
schema.. Availability of such a generic tool will enable the import and export of
dataa as XML documents that comply to the already defined standards, hence,
improvee the collaboration and cooperation between the CEE and other centers.
Cross-databasee links. Cross-database links are required to support high-level data
integration.. Currently, the information management platform provides data
integrationn to a certain level (e.g. user information and project/experiment
informationn that are distributed over multiple databases). The best approach
wouldd be the ability to define virtual integrated schemas.
Integratingg Data Grid tools. As described in Subsection 3.1.3, several on-going
researchh efforts exist in the area of Data Grid. Developments in this area, such
ass replica managers for large data sets, need to be integrated within the CEE.
Definitionn of views. Currently, the access rights are represented in the form of restrictions.. A better approach, however, is the ability to define views on existing
dataa types and specify the access rights with finer granularity on these views.
Automatedd linking of studies and topologies. A study may include elements
thatt correspond to modules in a topology (e.g. image analysis step in microarrayy experiments). Currently, users must specify the parameter values for
thiss step twice, first in the PFT Viewer when providing the description of this
stepp and then in the Topology Editor when providing the information about
thee module representing this step. This duplication of work is difficult for the
user,, and may be error prone. To solve this problem, a component is needed
thatt will automatically make the parameter values used in the P F T Viewer also
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availablee in the Topology Editor, and allow users to map the parameter values
inn the study to parameters in the module.
Customizingg the experimentation environment. Currently, experiment proceduress can only be defined by experts in the domain. Although this approach
iss useful to assist inexperienced users, it may have a restrictive effect on the
experiencedd users in the long term. For instance, extending the application
databasee schemas with customized (user-defined) data types is needed when
modellingg user-specific experimental steps and results, especially during ad-hoc
experimentations.. Similarly, user-defined experiment procedures are needed to
representt more specialized experiments, which will be only used by a certain
groupp of experienced users. Ontology management systems can be used to assist
thiss task. An ontology provides a dictionary for formal definitions of concepts
andd entities (e.g. data elements, processes, and their attributes) in a specific
scientificc domain, and serve as the base for achieving a common understanding
off these concepts and entities for inter-disciplinary research. Customizing the
experimentationn environment is illustrated in Figure 7.1. In this figure, a customizedd data type (namely BioSample) is defined using the definitions in two
differentt ontologies (namely Target from the Molecular Biology Ontology and
Samplee from the Material Analysis Ontology), and this data type is in turn used
whenn defining a new, customized experiment procedure.
Enforcementt of update policies. In the current information management platform,, the necessary constructs are already available for the specification of the
updatee policies on data objects. However, the proper means for getting update
policiess from users and for the enforcement of these policies is still to be designed
andd developed.
Graphicall and automated administration facilities. Although it is designed
andd implemented by the information management platform, the user interfaces
(i.e.. the VLAM-G Front-End) does not support the administration functionality.. Automated mechanisms would further ease the administration of the
platform;; for instance, automatic creation of user accounts and specification of
privilegess on the underlying DBMS.

7.4.22

Advance Collaborative Extensions

Ass outlined in Section 1.1, collaboration is one of the main characteristics of e-science
domainss and applications. Emerging scientific experiments and applications are evolvingg towards collaborative efforts involving several partners from different disciplines,
differentt organizations, and different countries. With the increasing complexity and
costt of scientific experiments, sharing expertise and sharing resources have become two
off the most important motivations for collaboration. However, proper management
off such large collaborations is still an issue.
Thee information management platform described in this thesis already addresses
somee of the main issues related to collaborative experimentation of several scientists,
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whenn the shared information for a joint experiment is not duplicated and is entirely
storedd within the VLAM-G. These are summarized below:
Multi-disciplinary projects a r e s u p p o r t e d . Scientists from different discipliness can collaborate to perform a multi-disciplinary project, which can include
experimentss from these disciplines.
Sharing c o m p l e t e e x p e r i m e n t s or p a r t s of e x p e r i m e n t s is s u p p o r t e d .
Scientistss can share experimental procedures, contextual information (i.e. scientificc information about experiment steps), or processing designs. These do
nott only allow sharing of information, but also allow the transfer of expertise
andd knowledge.
Basic mechanisms for controlling t h e collaboration are s u p p o r t e d .
Sharingg policies are defined and enforced to ensure the semantic consistency
(i.e.. with respect to semantic object boundaries) of the shared information.
Furthermore,, basic access control mechanisms allow scientists to define who can
accesss what information and at which level (e.g. complete studies, software
descriptions,, experiment steps).
Inn addition, the VLAM-G experimentation environment described in Subsection

Neww type definitions
Neww PFT definitions
Figuree 7.1: Customizing the experimentation environment
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1.5.11 addresses other collaborative aspects (e.g. sharing of software and hardware
resourcess and the Grid security credentials needed to use these resources). These
functionalitiess form the base collaboration functionality in the VLAM-G/VIMCO. In
additionn to these, cooperative working environments (e.g. chatboxes) are planned as
futuree work.
However,, some of the collaboration requirements that were identified in Section
2.66 still need to be fulfilled. These requirements are integration of heterogeneous data
fromm autonomous sources, and setting and enforcing rules and regulations for a proper
collaborationn among partners within the context of a virtual organization. Figure 7.2
showss the initial ideas on extending the VLAM-G architecture with two collaborative
components,, namely Archipel and VO Manager, which respectively apply federated
informationn management and virtual organizations to VLAM-G to fulfill the remainingg advance collaboration requirements. In the remaining of this subsection, these
twoo components will be further described.

7.4.33

Archipel Federated Information Management System

AA generic federated information management framework is being designed within the
contextt of the VLAM-G project. The research and development activities within
thiss framework cover the fundamental data management infrastructures and mech-

Modulee Repository

Ml l

M2 2

M3 3

M4 4

.,,
II VO Manager I*

VLAM-GG data sources

[ ARCHIPEL

Externall data sources

Figuree 7.2: VLAM-G architecture extended with Archipel and VO Manager
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anismss necessary to support the advanced applications of the VLAM-G. Archipel
iss an object-oriented information management system infrastructure, supporting the
storagee and manipulation of inter-related data objects distributed over multiple sites.
Itt provides uniform access to a variety of heterogeneous and distributed information
sourcess while preserving the autonomy of the individual information sources, through
cross-institutionall data sharing and exchange, (semantic) integration of diverse informationn from heterogeneous data resources, and management of integrated data.
Pleasee note that federated databases support access to distributed resources, where
theree is no centralization (or duplication) of data/control, and all data is accessed at
thee time it is needed directly from its source.
AA preliminary design for the Archipel architecture is given in Figure 7.3. Below,
brieff descriptions of the main components involved in this design are presented:
Schemaa Manager. Data resources within the Archipel system are autonomous,
meaningg that each resource defines what part of their schema is available to
whichh other users. Based on the agreement to create a federation, an administratorr creates a schema for the federation. This schema contains mappings to
thee data resource schemas. Schema Manager provides the functionality to the
administratorr to view data resource schemas (component schemas), define the
federatedd schema and create the mappings between the federated and componentt schemas. The mappings are formulated through a specific schema mapping

ARCHIPELL Core Functionality Server
Vieww Manager
"" Monitoring Agent <--

Schemaa and View Catalogue

Schemaa Manager -

Federatedd Query Processor

SS

Queryy Processor-N

__ Ontology

Ontologyy Manager

;; Query Processor-B
Resourcee Catalogue
Resourcee Manager

- ^^

Queryy Processor-A

Resource,, Server-1

ff

]

—/—/ /:r

Resource, Server-2

ver-nn
Resource Server-

j

^1 ^1
Figuree 7.3: Preliminary design of the Archipel architecture
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andd derivation language. The federated schema definitions are stored in the
SchemaSchema and View Catalogue. The mappings are then used by other Archipel
components,, such as the Federated Query Processor and View Manager.
Ontologyy Manager. As introduced earlier, an ontology provides a dictionary for
formall definitions of concepts and entities in a specific domain, and serves as
thee base for achieving a common understanding of these concepts and entities
forr inter-disciplinary research. Ontology plays an essential role when designing
aa federated schema. It provides descriptions of entities as well as the semantic
relationshipss between these entities, hence it helps the administrator to resolve
semanticc and syntactic conflicts during federated schema design. The Ontology
ManagerManager allows the Schema Manager (hence the administrator) to access the
definitionss in the ontology. Furthermore, the Ontology Manager and Schema
ManagerManager can be used to automate the federated schema design. For instance,
duringg the schema design, the Schema Manager can read the schemas of the
dataa resources, for each entity in the schemas contact the Ontology Manager
too obtain its relationship to other entities, and build a similarity graph based
onn the ontology entries. This similarity graph can be used to automatically
resolvee the conflicts. Any remaining conflicts can be manually resolved by the
administrator. .
Vieww Manager. The View Manager allows individual users as well as administratorss to define views on their part of information for other users, and associate
accesss rights with these views. View Manager uses the schema definitions and
mappingss generated by the Schema Manager and stored in the Schema and
ViewView Catalogue. The view definitions are also stored in the same catalogue.
Anyy access request to the federated schema is evaluated against the views defined. fined.
Resourcee Manager. An Archipel federation may consist of multiple data resources.
Informationn about these resources are stored and maintained by the Resource
Manager.Manager. Such information includes, for instance, name of the data resource,
communicationn information to the host of the data resource, and information
aboutt the drivers that can be used to access this data resource. Drivers are
softwaree libraries that actually realize the mapping between the federated data
modell (i.e. object-oriented) and the data model of the resource (e.g. relational)
andd between the federated queries (i.e. in OQL) and the query languages of the
resourcess (e.g. SQL).

Federatedd Query Processor. The Archipel Federated Query Processor (FQP) receivess user queries on the federated schema, identifies the resources involved,
optimizess the query according to the resources and Query Processors. It then
dividess the federated query into sub-queries, assigns the sub-queries to Query
ProcessorsProcessors for execution, and merges the results of these queries. During query
decomposition,, the FQP makes use of the schema and view definitions, and the
informationn about the resources. During query execution, it makes use of a
numberr of query processors.
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Queryy Processors. Query Processor (QP) is the Archipel component that is responsiblee for processing queries on a certain platform (e.g. Grid-based query
processor,, mobile-agent based query processor). Therefore, there is one QP for
eachh of the supported platforms (represented as QP-A to QP-N in Figure 7.3).
AA QP receives a portion of the federated query and executes it on a certain
platformm using the resource drivers. The query executed by a QP may still span
multiplee data resources, thus it makes use of multiple drivers.
Schedular.. All user queries will be inserted into a queue. Schedular constantly
checkss this queue, and schedules the execution of the queries based on predefined
rules,, such as priority assigned for each request, or quality-of-service agreed with
thee user. This way, reservation in advance can also be supported. Forcing each
Archipell component to offer a getStatus() or getWorkload() method allows the
developmentt of a monitoring component. The Monitoring Agent will be used
byy the Schedular for performance monitoring of each Archipel component.

7.4.44

Supporting Virtual Organizations

Thee necessary supporting information management infrastructure for Virtual Organizationss is currently at the design stage [171] and is outside the scope of this thesis.
Thiss infrastructure will contain a catalogue and a federated framework. The cataloguee will store information related to VOs; namely the VO information (id, partners,
coordinatorr contact info, etc.) and enterprize information (business area, services
andd data provided, contact information, etc). The VO support infrastructure, called
ass VO Manager in Figure 7.3, will make use of the other VLAM-G components; for
instance,, it will use the Archipel for sharing data resources and controlling access
too these resources, or Grid for enforcing the sharing and access policies on hardware
resources. .
Withh the existence of a VO support infrastructure, a number of organizations
cann join together, sharing their resources and skills towards reaching common goals.
Ass applied to the scientific collaboration domain, VOs can assist organizations in
pursuingg a common goal, for instance, tight collaboration towards solving scientific
problems,, where the sub-tasks are distributed among different organizations and the
distributedd multitasking is coordinated by the VO Manager. As the base necessity
inn the VO, it will be possible to share (access) privileges on all kinds of resources,
fromm hardware and software to data and information. Furthermore, this sharing and
collaborationn is regulated by pre-defined set of rules and policies, which are agreed
uponn by all collaborating partners. These agreements in form of contracts will further
increasee the trust among partners, and help them to advance their collaborations.

